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1. Introduction and methodology 
Service systems can be subject o breakdowns or service interruptions such as due to a machine failure, 
regular off-periods e.g. lunch or shift times, a blocked output channel, or some other external cause. This 
paper will be concerned with finite service systems which alternate between up and down periods during 
which service can and cannot be provided as resulting from a breakdown. The objectives are the following: 
(i) To apply a recently developed bounding methodology. 
(ii) To propose computationally attractive bounds. 
(iii) To secure a measure of insensitivity. 
Queueing systems with breakdowns, service interruptions or priorities do not generally exhibit the 
celebrated Erlang-type xpression (cf. [8,9,14,18]). Closed form expressions (cf. [1,9,16,17,18]) as well as 
approximations (cf. [1,10,14,21]) have therefore been developed for specific situations. Especially the case 
of a single server with an infinite capacity has been studied in depth (cf. [8,9]), while multi-server models 
have received some attention in the exponential case (cf. [19,20]). The results of all these studies, however, 
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still require a fair amount of computation and have to take into account the distributional forms of up and 
down periods. As for approximations, moreover, the accuracy cannot be guaranteed beforehand. For 
engineering or performance evaluation purposes, however, one might just be interested in robust but 
secure bounds which can be obtained at low computational expense, so as to get a quick impression of the 
performance of the system. 
This paper proposes imple bounds for the call congestion (i.e., the steady-state probability that the 
system is saturated), and thus also for the throughput, of finite service systems with breakdowns. The 
services are hereby assumed to be exponential, while the up and down periods are allowed to be generally 
distributed. Moreover, both single- and multi-server systems are included. 
The bounds are based on product-form odifications as according to a general bounding methodology 
for non-product-form systems. This methodology is introduced in [5]. The bounds are computationally 
attractive and intuitively appealing. Moreover, they are insensitive (robust) to the distributional forms of 
the up and down periods. That is, they depend upon these periods only through their means. A measure of 
insensitivity is hereby secured. Numerical support is provided for both the single-server delay and pure 
multi-server case. The numerical results indicate that the bounds can serve as reasonable and secure first 
estimates of the order of magnitude and thus qualify for quick engineering or performance evaluation 
purposes. 
The nonexponential service case will also be addressed. Counterintuitively, forthe single-server case the 
validity of the bounds will be questioned by means of a stochastic realization. For the pure multi-server 
case, it will be argued and conjectured that the bounds remain valid (that is, are insensitive). 
The bounds are intuitively supported. Nevertheless, a formal proof is presented in order to justify their 
use in practice. (Besides, as argued in the nonexponential c se, intuition might be incorrect.) The technique 
of this proof has already been succesful in other situations (cf. [4,5,7]) and seems a fruitful extension to 
known comparison techniques (cf. [6,24,25,26]). 
The paper is strongly related to [3,4,5,7] in its methodology of finding bounds and its technique of 
proving these bounds. However, in view of the practical importance of the system studied and the special 
technicalities involved, the results of this paper deserve special attention. 
The organization is as follows. First, in the remainder of this introduction the bounding methodology 
will be outlined. Section 2 first describes and discusses the system of interest. Next, the bounding 
methodology will be applied on a purely intuitive basis. The bounds and numerical support will thereby be 
included. Also, the nonexponential case and an extension to tandem queues are touched upon. Section 3 
presents the formal proof of the bounds. An evaluation concludes the paper. 
1.1. Bounding methodology 
The bounding methodology is based upon a so-called notion of job-local-balance (JLB) which states: 
"The rate into a state due to a particular job = the rate out of that state due to that job." 
This notion, which is introduced in [12], can be seen as a refined version of other notions uch as local-, 
detailed-, or partial balance (cf. [2,15,23]). In [12,13] it is demonstrated that JLB is responsible for 
product-type expressions and insensitivity properties. The following bounding methodology for a non- 
product-form queueing system is therefore suggested: 
"Modify the original system such that 
(i) the notion of job-local-balance is guaranteed, 
(ii) bounds for a performance measure of interest are expected." 
The methodology may thus lead to bounds which can be computed by product forms and which may 
possess insensitivity properties. The finding of appropriate modifications may itself result from the 
intuitive interpretation f JLB, as will appear in Section 2. The methodology has already led to simple and 
insensitive bounds for M/G/c /n -queues  [6], overflow situations [3], and finite tandem configurations 
[5,7]. In this paper it will be investigated for systems with breakdowns. The performance measure of 
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interest will be the call congestion B defined as 
B = "the steady-state probability that the system is saturated". 
By 
T=X[1 -B] ,  
where X denotes the arrival intensity, results for the throughput T are hereby included, while similar 
results for other measures uch as a mean queue length or processor utilization can be given along the 
same lines. (It may be noted that the methodology is not related to [28] which concerns product-form 
systems.) 
2. Model and bounds 
2.1. Model 
Consider a service facility which can accommodate at most N jobs at a time. Jobs arrive according to a 
Poisson process with parameter X. An arriving job is rejected and lost if upon its arrival N jobs are 
already present. The service requirements are exponential with parameter/~. 
The facility itself, however, is subject o breakdowns independently of whether it is busy or not and how 
long it has been busy. A breakdown renders the system inoperative for a while. The system thus alternates 
between operative (up) and inoperative (down) periods. These 'up' and 'down' periods are assumed to 
constitute an alternating renewal process with distribution functions F 1 and F 0 and means 3'~-1 and 3'01, 
respectively. 
When n jobs are present and the facility is 'up' (operative), it provides service at a rate ~(n), where 
~(n) is nondecreasing in n and ~(0) = 0. Special applications of our model are: 
(a) ep(n)= 1, n <~ N (Single-server case). A prototypical example is a CPU which serves jobs in a 
processor-sharing, first-come first-served (FCFS), or last-come first-served (LCFS) preemptive 
manner. A breakdown may result from a device failure within the CPU. 
(b) ep(n) = n, n <<, N (Pure multi-server case). This is the situation of a multi-processor computer unit or 
a multi-channel telephone xchange in which each job present uses one processor or channel while 
there is no waiting accommodation (buffer). A breakdown may reflect the blocking of a jointly used 
single output device or channel. 
(c) ep(n) = n, n <~ c, ep(n) = c, c <~ n <<, N (Multi-server delay case). This case, which includes both (a) and 
(b), may correspond to a multi-server station with c servers and N-  c waiting places. Besides the 
breakdown possibilities mentioned in (a) and (b), a breakdown might also occur by a failure of a 
control device or a stockout of a source that needs to supply raw material for services. 
2.2. The stationary queue length distribution 
The stationary queue length distribution of the system described above does not exhibit a simple 
geometric form and depends on the distributional forms of the up and down periods. For a single-server 
facility with an infinite capacity of accommodation (N= o0) and exponential operating periods the 
generation function of the queue length distribution has been obtained in [18, p. 103]. This function has a 
non standard form and explicitly depends on the form of F 0. For the finite capacity case (N < o¢) a 
similar result can be expected but does not seem to have been reported. For example, with N = X =/~ = 3'0 
= 3'1 = 1 and F 1 exponential, the stationary probability that the facility is up and serving a job is easily 
shown to be equal to ~ when F 0 is exponential, but ~ when F 0 is an Erlang-2 distribution. As will be 
heuristically argued below, this lack of insensitivity and a simple explicit expression can be explained by 
the notion of job-local-balance. 
2.3. JLB-failure 
Without restriction of generality, suppose that the jobs are being served in a last-in first-out preemptive 
manner and consider a state in which the system is down while at least one job is present. The last entered 
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job from the jobs present is thus interrupted in its service. Consequently, the rate out of that state due to 
that job is 0. That same job, however, could have entered while the system was already down, so that the 
rate into that state due to that job is positive. JLB thus fails by service interrupted jobs when the system is 
down. According to [12], a product-form can therefore not be expected and according to [13] (or [23]) the 
system is not insensitive. 
2.4. Upper bound 
In view of the reasoning above, the following modification is suggested so as to repair JLB: 
"Whenever the system is down let it reject arriving jobs". 
Roughly, JLB seems hereby repaired since also the rate into a state due to jobs present when the system 
is down is equal to 0. Intuitively, this modification will have the effect that jobs are rejected more 
frequently, so that the call congestion (that is the probability that an arriving job is lost) will be enlarged. 
The modification thus suggests an upper bound for the call congestion of the original system. We will 
therefore refer to this modified model as the 'upper bound model'. 
In order to calculate this upper bound, let (n, 0) denote that n jobs are present while the facility has 
the status 0, where 0 = 1 stands for 'up' and 0 = 0 for 'down'. Then, when both F 0 and F 1 are exponential, 
the following stationary distribution of the upper bound model can be concluded on the basis of JLB as 
according to [12]. It can also be verified easily by substitution in the global balance equations. With c a 
normalizing constant and p = ~//~: 
¢t(n' O)=C[~lo]-apn//[ f i  q~(k) (n <~N, O=O,l), (1) 
where the denominator in the right-hand side is defined as 1 for n = 0. Moreover, since these probabilities 
satisfy the notion of JLB (under appropriate disciplines uch as a last-in first-out preemptive and with a 
down period seen as a visit of a priority job that cycles around), it follows from [13] (or indirectly [23]) that 
these probabilities remain valid if the exponentiality assumptions for F 0 and F 1 are dropped. That is, they 
depend only on the means yo I and yTa and are thus insensitive to the 'up' and 'down' periods. 
Write r = ['h/~'0], which represents the fraction of time that the system is down up to a factor 
(3'a + "t0)/'h- Also, replace the normalizing constant c in (1) by ? "Y1, where ~ is also a normalizing 
constant, so that [~r(.)/6] = [~r(.)/c]'ra. Then, by virtue of the 'PASTA' theorem (cf. [27]), expression (1), 
and the intuitive reasoning above, it is suggested that the following expression provides an upper bound 
B v on the call congestion, regardless of the distributional forms of F 0 and F 1. This bound is insensitive to 
the 'up' and 'down' periods: 
pN/HI ,(k) +rE o"/I-I ,(k) 
n=0L k=l  / 
B u = (2) 
( I+,)E 0"/ ,(k 
n=0 
2.5. Lower bound 
In view of the JLB-failure again, the alternative modification which would repair JLB is to avoid that 
jobs are interrupted in their service. This will be established by naively assuming that the system never 
breaks down. The system is then reduced to a standard birth-death process of which the stationary 
distribution is also given by (1) but with ~'0 = ~ so that ~r(., 0) = 0 for 8 = 0. Intuitively, a system without 
breakdowns will have a lower call congestion than with breakdowns, regardless of the up and down time 
distributions. A naive lower bound B L for the call congestion which is insensitive to the 'up' and 'down' 
periods is thus suggested by the right-hand side of expression (2) with r = 0. 
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2.6. Numerical results 
Numerical examples of the above conjectured upper and lower bound are given in Table 1 for the 
single-server case (a) and in Table 2 for the pure multi-server case (b). Similar examples can be given for 
the less extreme mixed case (c). The results seem to indicate that for a wide range of parameters the 
bounds provide reasonable secure estimates of the order of magnitude at hardly computat ional  expense. 
For fixed downtime intensity r the width between the lower and upper bound is rather constant 
throughout, so that for small call congestions (say less than 0.10) they can hardly be seen as accurate. 
However, they are not meant as approximations but merely as quick and robust indicators. Besides, for 
realistic all congestions in the order of 0.1 also the down-t ime intensity is likely to be quite small, say less 
than 2%, in which case the bounds, at least the upper bounds, are quite useful estimates. It is also noted 
that the bounds give qualitative insight such as in the impact of breakdowns for decreasing breakdown 
intensity z. 
2.1. Remark (Active breakdowns). The type of breakdown considered above is known in the literature as 
' independent  breakdown' (cf. [18, p. 101]). In contrast, when a breakdown can occur only when the system 
is busy it is called an 'active breakdown' (cf. [18, p. 101]). The job- local-balance arguments given above so 
as to obtain bounds for the call congestion can almost verbally be adopted to the active breakdown case. 
Table 1 Table 2 
Single-server case (a) Multi-server case (b) 
N p ~- B L B U N p ~" B L B U 
80 10 0.1 0.90 0.91 10 100 0.1 0.90 0.91 
80 2 0.1 0.50 0.55 10 20 0.1 0.53 0.58 
0.05 0.50 0.53 0.05 0.53 0.56 
20 1.5 0.1 0.33 0.40 20 30 0.1 0.38 0.44 
0.05 0.33 0.37 0.05 0.38 0.41 
0.02 0.33 0.35 0.02 0.38 0.40 
4 1 0.2 0.20 0.33 8 8 0.2 0.23 0,36 
0.1 0.20 0.27 0.1 0.23 0,30 
0.05 0.20 0.24 0.05 0.23 0,27 
0.02 0.20 0.22 0.02 0.23 0.25 
4 0.75 0.05 0.10 0.15 20 20 0.1 0.16 0,24 
0.02 0.10 0.13 0.05 0.16 0.20 
0.01 0.10 0.12 0.02 0.16 0.18 
10 1 0.01 0.091 0.10 30 25 0.05 0.052 0.098 
0.005 0.091 0.096 0.01 0.052 0.062 
15 1 0.02 0.062 0.081 20 15 0.05 0.045 0.091 
0.01 0.062 0.072 0.01 0.045 0.065 
0.005 0.062 0.068 0.005 0.045 0.055 
4 0.50 0.02 0.032 0.052 8 4 0.02 0.030 0.050 
0.01 0.032 0.042 0.01 0.030 0.040 
0.005 0.032 0.037 0.005 0.030 0.036 
10 0.8 0.01 0.023 0.032 10 5 0.01 0.018 0.028 
0.005 0.023 0.029 0.005 0.018 0.024 
0.001 0.023 0.025 0.001 0.018 0.020 
10 0.5 0.01 0.000 0.011 10 1 0.01 0.000 0.010 
0.005 0.000 0.006 0.005 0.000 0.005 
0.001 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.001 
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The lower bound will remain the same while the upper bound can be obtained from (1) provided state 
(0, 0) is excluded. Numerical examples turned out to be of the same order. 
2.2. Remark (Nonexponential seroices). Based upon the job-local-balance notion (cf. [12]) or reversibility 
arguments (cf. [15]), the bounding modifications are insensitive also to the service distribution (i.e., they 
depend only on the mean /x -1) for a class of disciplines which includes the processor-sharing, last-in 
first-out (LIFO) preemptive and pure multi-server discipline. At first instance, therefore, one might expect 
that also the bounds are insensitive to the service distribution. However, one has to be most careful! 
Counterexample. To shed some light on this, let us consider the extreme xample of deterministic up and 
down periods, with respective l ngths 6 and 2 as well as deterministic services of length 4. Let N --- 2 while 
jobs are being served in a last-in first-out preemptive manner by a single server. Let a realization of the 
Poisson arrival process have successive arrivals at times: 3, 7, 10, 11, and 22. Then in Fig. l(a) the 
corresponding realizations for the queueing processes are graphically indicated for the original and the 
upper bound model. Herein D i denotes the departure time of the ith actually accepted job. Now observe 
that the second arrival is rejected in the upper bound model whereas accepted in the original model. Since 
however this accepted job takes over the service of the first job, the next completion in the original model 
requires 4 rather than the residual 1 unit of service to be completed. As a result, during the 9-12 period 
this leads to 2 rejections in the original model as opposed to 2 acceptances in the upper bound model. 
Within the regeneration cycle 3-22, which is the same for both models, we thus observe one more rejection 
in the original than in the upper bound model. This conflicts with the initial guess of an upper bound. 
Roughly speaking, the 9-12 period is responsible for this. Or, more generally, the fact that a shorter 
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Fig. 1. (a) Single-server case (L IFO-PRE).  (b) Pure mult i -server case ( ,~(k)  = k). UBM:  upper bound model, OR_M: original  model, 
O: completion, x : acceptation, ©: rejection. 
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(mean) residual service time needs to be replaced by a longer (mean) total service time, which may enlarge 
the saturation time later on. Of course, the above example could also be seen as a realization with 
exponential services. On the average however the mean residual time in that case is not smaller than the 
mean service time. 
For a similar feature in tandem queues a numerical counterintuitive example could be established (cf. 
[7]). For the present system however a numerical counterexample has not been found within an accuracy 
of 10 -7 by using Erlang-2 service distributions. The question as to whether or not the bounds are 
insensitive for the system studied in this paper with a last-in first-out or processor sharing single-server 
discipline thus remains open. From the above example, however, it is at least clear that a proof by sample 
path arguments, uch as in [6], seems impossible. 
On the other hand, as illustrated by Fig. l(b), for pure multi-server disciplines, by which each accepted 
job is assigned a single-server, the above conflict seems to be avoided since accepted jobs never take over 
service from present jobs. In this case the departure times of the upper bound model always exceed those 
of the original model, which corresponds to our intuition of an upper bound for the call congestion. The 
conjecture in Remark 2.3 seems therefore in order. 
2.3. Remark (Nonexponential pure multi-server case). For the pure multi-server case (i.e., an accepted job is 
always assigned a server), it is conjectured that the bounds remain valid also for nonexponential services 
with mean ~t-a. The bounds would thus be insensitive also to the services. The proof of this conjecture can 
be expected with the same technique as used in Section 3, but will involve much more complex 
technicalities similarly to [4]. 
2.4. Remark (Finite exponential tandem queues with breakdowns). The bounds of the present paper can be 
combined with those in [5,7], so as to obtain simple bounds for 2-stage exponential tandem queues in 
which each station has a finite capacity constraint and is subject to a breakdown independently of the 
other station. 
3. Proof of the bounds 
In this section it will be shown that expression (2) is indeed an upper bound for the call congestion of 
the original model described in Section 2. The proof will be restricted to phase-type 'up' and 'down' 
periods. By standard arguments of weak convergence on so-called D-spaces, however (cf. [11]), the proof 
can hereby be concluded also for generally distributed up and down periods. The proof for the lower 
bound, moreover, can be given along the same lines. 
Throughout, let a subscript U indicate the upper bound model, while a subscript (U) is used in an 
expression which should be read both with and without subscript U. Then, with B denoting the call 
congestion, it is to be proven that 
B~Bu,  (3) 
under the assumption that for some I'0, Q0, pk, k= 1 . . . . .  Q0, and u 1, Ql, P~, k= 1 . . . . .  Q1, the 
distribution functions F o and F 1 are specified by 
Q0 Q0 
Fo= E PgEL with [yo] -1= E (k/vo)P~, 
k=l  k=l  
Q1 Q1 
F 1 = Y'~ pklE ~ with ['/1] -x= Y'. (k/~l)p k, 
k=l  k=l  
where E f  denotes an Erlang-distribution with k exponential phases with parameter v and where the values 
pk denote probabilities with E~'--a P~ = 1, l = 0, 1. To this end, let state (n, 0, l) denote that n > 0jobs are 
present and that the facility is 'up' when 0 = 1 and 'down' when 0 = 0, with l residual exponential phases 
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with parameter ~'1 and r 0, respectively. The corresponding queueing processes of the original and upper 
bound model then constitute continuous-time Markow chains. In order to deal with these chains in a 
recursive manner, we artificially introduce associated iscrete-time Markov chains at epochs {nh, n = 
0, 1, 2 .... }, where h can be any fixed number such that h ~ [X + g + 70 + 3'1] -1. 
First, let 
A(O) = 1 for O= O, I, 
Au(0)=l  fo r0=lbut  =0for0=0.  (4) 
The one-step transition probabilities p(u)[(n, O, l) --, (~, O, l)] for a transition of these chains from a state 
(n, 0, l) into (~, 0, ]) in a single-step are now defined by 
)t hA(u)(O ) for (n, 0, l) ~ (n + 1, 0, l) (n ~< N-  1), 
iLheo(n) for (n, 1, l )~  (n -1 ,  1, l) (n >~ 1), 
,o h for (n, O, l )~  (n ,0 ,  l -1 )  (l>~ 2), 
Po hp~ for (n, 0, 1) ~ (n, 1, k) (k= 1 . . . . .  Q1), 
plh fo r (n , l , l )~(n , l , l - l )  (l>~ 2), 
r 1 hpg for (n, 1, 1) --* (n, O, k) (k = 1 . . . . .  Qo), 
[1-~thl(n,N_l}A(u)(O)- I ,  thdp(n)-voh ] for(n, O, l)---~(n, O, l), 
(5) 
with A(O) and Au(O ) substituted for the original and upper bound model, respectively. These artificial 
chains have the advantage over the original continuous-time Markov chains, in that the one-step eriod is 
equidistant while no order term in h is involved. Let G~) denote the discrete-time generator matrix of 
these chains as defined by 
= I] h 1, 
where P(u) is the one-step transition matrix and I the identity matrix. Then one directly concludes from 
(5) that 
G~)= G~u) 
where G(Cu) denotes the generator or matrix of jumprates (also known as infinitesimal operator or 
differential matrix) for the continuous-time Markov chains corresponding to the queueing processes. 
Now note that the stationary probability vector ~r (row-vector) of a finite irreducible Markov chain with 
generator G in both discrete and continuous time is uniquely determined, up to normalization, by (cf. [22, 
pp. 145, 247]) 
7rG= 0. 
As a result, for any fixed h ~< [h +/~ + ~/0 + 71] -1, the stationary distribution of the discrete-time chain 
defined by (5) is equal to that of the corresponding (original or upper bound) continuous-time Markov 
chain of the associated queueing process. The analysis of the call congestion can thus be restricted to the 
more convenient discrete-time Markov chains defined by (5). 
Let T respectively T U denote the one-step expectation operator of this chain for the original and upper 
bound model. That is, for any function f and with p(u)[(n, 0, l)--, (~, 0, ])] the one-step transition 
probabilities defined by (5) we have 
T(u)f(n, O, I)= E p(u)[(n, O, I)---, (~, O, ])]f(~, O, i). 
(n, 0, i) 
Throughout, let ](A} denote the indicator of the event A, i.e. lfA} = 1 if A is satisfied and 0 else. Then, 
from the definition of the one-step transition probabilities for the original and upper bound model by (5), 
where (4) has to be taken into account, it readily follows that 
(T -  Tu)f (n,  O, l )= X hl{a=o}l(n<U } [ f (n + 1, O, l ) - f (n ,  O, l )] ,  (6) 
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for any (n, 0, 1) and function f. This difference in the one-step expectation operators is the key to the 
proof. To see this, let ~r(ta) denote the stationary distribution. Now note that the system throughput in 
equilibrium is equal to both the mean number of accepted jobs and the mean number of departures per 
unit of time. Hence, 
•(I- B(u))= E Ir(u)(n, 0, l)l(a=1}dp(n)Is. 
(n, 0, L) 
Inequality (3) can thus be verified by proving 
E ~r(n, O, l)l{o=l}ff(n)p>~ 
<., e, o (7) 
E ¢ru(n, e, l) lt,=l}qa(n)#. 
(n,  O, l) 
To this end, let 
g(n, 0, l )=  l(o=a}~(n ), 
and introduce the function V<b), t = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  by 
t - -1  
o, t)= E r Lg(n, o, 0, 
k=0 
where T{~) denotes the kth power of Ta0 ) for k >1 1 while T~°u) is the identity function. The function 
Vf'u)(n,O, l) thus represents the total expected reward over t periods with one-step reward function g 
when starting in state (n, 0, 1). 
Then, by virtue of the fact that Tk+l k *(U) = T{tj)T(u ), as due to the Markov property, it readily follows that 
v(k+ 1[ u) ~n, O, l) =g(n, O, l) + T~u)V~)(n, O, l), (8) 
while the irreducibility and finiteness of the underlying Markov chains and the definition of g imply that, 
independently of the initial state (~, 0, l) within the irreducible set of states, 
Y'~ ~r<u)(n , O, l)l{a=l}~(n ) = trim -1 t V~)(~, 0, 1). (9) 
(n, 0, l) 
Subtraction of the recursion relation (8) with k + 1 = t for the upper bound model from that for the 
original model gives 
(V t -  V~ )(n, O, l) = (T -  Tu)Vt-l(n, O, l) + Tu(V  t-1 - Via-l)(/'/, 0, l) 
t--1 
= ~_~ T~(T-  Tu)Vt-k-l(n, O, 1) (t>~O), 
k=0 
where the last expression is obtained by iteration and the observation that V°(.,-, • ) = V°( • , .,- ) = 0. Now 
note that T u is a monotone operator. By dividing both hand sides of the latter relation by t and letting t 
tend to infinity, we may thus conclude from (9) and the latter expression that (7) is guaranteed if for all 
(n, 0, l) and t >i 0: 
(T -  Tu)Vt (n ,  O, l)  >~ O. 
By now recalling (6), we have thus completed the proof by showing that for all (n, #, l) and t >/0: 
[Vt(n + 1, 8, l ) -  Vt(n, O, 1)] >/0. (10) 
The comparison of two systems is thus transformed into a monotonicity condition for one of them. This is 
the essence of the proof. 
Inequality (10) will be proven by induction to t. Clearly, for t = 0 it is satisfied. Assume that it is 
satisfied for all (n, O, l) and t <~ m. Then we need to verify (10) for t = m + 1. From the recursion relation 
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(8), the definiton of the expectation operator T, the one-step transition probabilities according to (3), and 
the one-step reward function g, we derive 
V"+'(n + 1, O, l) - Vm+a(n, O, l) 
= {l{0=l}qb(n + 1) + ~k h l (n+l  < N}Vm(n q- 2, O, l) + i~ hl(o=l}O(n + 1)Vm(n, 1, l) 
Q1 
+v ohl{o=o}l{l>~2}Vm(n + 1, O, l -  1) + v o hl{o=o}l{l=a) ~ p~Vm(n + 1, 1, k) 
k=l  
Q1 
+v lhl{o=a}l{,~z}Vm(n + 1, 1, l -  1) + v lh1{0=a}1{,=1} ~ p~Vm(n + 1, O, k) 
k=l  
_jr. [1 -- • h l{n+l  <N} -- ~ hl{o=l}*(  Fl q'- 1) - v o h 1{0=o} - v, hl(o=,} ]
X Vm(n + 1, O, /)} 
- {l{0=l}q~(n ) + X hl{. <N}Vm(n + 1, O, l) 
+t~ hl{0=~}l{.>o}Vm(n- 1, O, l) + v o hl{o=o}l{t~2}Vm(n, O, l - 1) 
Q1 
+v o h1{0=o}1{,=,} Y~p~Vm(n, 1, k) + Pl hl{o=l}l{t>~z}Vm( n, 1, l -  1) 
k=l  
Qo 
+v lh1{0=1}1{,=1} • pgV"(n, O, k) 
k=l  
+[1-Xhl{.<u}-/~hl{o=a)q~(n)-vohl{o=o}-vlh l{o=l}]V"(n,O, l )}.  (11) 
Consider the first and second expression between {. • } of the right-hand side. Rewrite the second term of 
the second expression as 
~kh [l{n+l<N ) q- l{.+,=N}]Vm(n+ 1, O, l), 
the third term of the first expression as 
.hX{o=l}f qJ(n ) + [qS(n + 1) - q~(n)]}Vm(n, 1, l), 
the last term of the first expression as 
[1 - - )~h l f .<N} --/~ hl{o=l}ep(n + 1) - v o h l{o=o} - v 1 h1{o=1} ] V"(n + 1, O, l) 
+Xhl{.+l=N)Vm(n+ l, 0, l), 
and finally the last term of the second expression as 
[1 - ;khl{. < N) -- # hl{e=,}qJ(n + 1) - v o hl{o=o) - v, h l{o=l}  ] Fro(n, O, 1) 
+,  + 1) - , ( . ) ]  vm(., 1, t). 
Now, by collecting corresponding terms from the first and second expression we can transform the 
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right-hand side of (11) into: 
l (0=l}[0(n + 1) -  0(n)]  
+ • hl{n+l<N }[Vm(n + 2, 8, I) - Vm(n + 1, 0, 1)] 
+ h hl(,+l=N)[V"(n + 1, 0, 1) - Vm(n q- 1, 0, l)] 
+ St hl{o=a}l{n>d}d~(n)[Vm(n, 1, l) - Vm(n -- 1, 1, l)] 
+Sthl(a=l)[C.b(n+l ) -o (n ) ] [Vm(n ,  1, l)-- Vm(n,1, 1)] 
+vohl{e=o)l(t>~2}[V~(n+l,O, l -1 ) -V" (n ,O ,  l -1 ) ]  
+vlhl(o=l}l(l>~2}[V"(n+l, 1, l -1 ) -  V"(n,  1, / -1 ) ]  
Q1 
+ vohl(e=o}l(,=,} • p~[V" (n+l ,  1, k ) -  V"(n,  1, k)] 
k=l 
O0 
+vlhl{0=l}l{t=l} Z Pok[V"(1, 0, k) -Vm(n ,O,  k)] 
k=l  
+ [1 - hhlc.<N } -- Sthl{a=o}O(n + 1) -  Vo hl (o=o}- Pl hl(a=l}] 
× [V"(1, 8, l ) -  Vm(n, 8, 1)]. 
Now note that the first term is nonnegative since q~(.) is nondecreasing and observe that both the third 
and fifth term are equal to 0. By applying the induction hypotheses (10) for t = m to the other terms, we 
have hereby verified (10) for t = m + 1. Relation (10) is thus satisfied. This completes the proof of (3). 
4. Ev~uafion 
A bounding methodology for non-product-form queueing systems has been applied to finite exponential 
service facilities with breakdowns. This methodology is based upon modifications which satisfy the 
so-called notion of job-local-balance so as to guarantee a product-form expression. Computationally 
attractive and intuitively appealing bounds have so been obtained for the call congestion (and throughput). 
These bounds moreover depend on the up and down time distributions only through their means 
(insensitivity property). In particular, for the pure multi-server case they are also claimed to be insensitive 
to the service distributions. The bounds appear to be quite reasonable fast indicators and can thus be 
useful for quick engineering and performance evaluation purposes. The formal proof of these bounds is of 
interest in itself. Extensions to other breakdown systems uch as finite tandem queues eem possible. The 
validity of the bounds for general services leaves open interesting questions. 
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